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Abstract: Record de-duplication is the task of merging database records that refer to the same underlying entity. In relational databases,
accurate de-duplication records of one type are often dependent on the merge decisions made for records of other types. Whereas nearly all
previous approaches have merged records of different types independently, this work model these interdependencies explicitly to collectively
de-duplicate records of multiple types. We construct a conditional random field model of de-duplication that captures these relational
dependencies, and then employ a novel relational partitioning algorithm to jointly de-duplicate records.
We present a thorough analysis of the literature on duplicate record detection. We cover similarity metrics that are commonly used to detect
similar field entries, and we present an extensive set of duplicate detection algorithms that can detect approximately duplicate records in a
database. We also cover multiple techniques for improving the efficiency and scalability of approximate duplicate detection algorithms. We
conclude with coverage of existing tools and with a brief discussion of the big open problems in the area.

1. INTRODUCTION
A common prerequisite for knowledge discovery is accurately
combining data from multiple, heterogeneous sources into a
unified, mineable database. An important step in creating such a
database is record de-duplication: consolidating multiple records
that refer to the same abstract entity. The difficulty in this task
arises both from data errors (e.g. Misspellings and missing fields)
and from variations in field values (e.g. Abbreviations). Most
historical approaches have framed the de-duplication problem as
a set of independent decisions. For each pair of records, a
similarity score is calculated, and the records are merged if the
similarity is above some threshold. The decisions are combined
by taking the transitive closure of the resulting adjacency matrix.
More recently, McCallum and Wellner and Parag and Domingos
have demonstrated that making multiple de-duplication decisions
collectively can provide better results than historical approaches.
These models are types of conditional random fields (CRFs),
where the observed nodes are mentions, and the predicted nodes
are the de-duplication decisions for each pair of nodes. By framing
inference as an instance of graph partitioning, the models are
“collective” in the sense that mentions are clustered based not
only on their distance to each other, but also on their distance
from all other partitions. By treating de-duplication decisions in
dependent relation to each other, inconsistencies and noise in the
similarity metric may be overcome.

relations between records of different types. These relations
provide useful evidence for de-duplication decisions because the
identity of a record often depends on the identities of related
records.

This paper presents a model for collective de-duplication,
extended to the important and ubiquitous case of relational
databases, where records have types, and where there exist

Parameter estimation consists of maximizing the product of local
marginal‟s for pairs of records of different types. That is, we
parameterize the CRF to learn weights over 4-tuples consisting of
a record pair and a related record pair of a different type. In the
citation domain, these 4-tuples consist of a pair of paper records,
and a pair of related venue records. In this way, the model learns
parameters to trade-off paper and venue de-duplication decisions.
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For example, consider a database of research papers, where
records can be of type paper, venue, or author. If two paper
records are labeled as duplicates, then it follows that the venue
records corresponding to those papers should also be labeled as
duplicates. The reverse is more subtly true: if two venues are
duplicates, then this may slightly increase the probability that their
corresponding papers are duplicates.
We propose a model that leverages these subtle
interdependencies to make de-duplication decisions collectively
across multiple record types. In particular, we present a CRF for
the citation domain that provides a conditional probabilistic model
of de-duplication decisions over records of multiple types given
observed record mentions and the relations among them. We
propose a novel, relational graph partitioning algorithm for
inference that not only ensures that de-duplication decisions made
for different record types are consistent, but also allows the
decisions from one record type to inform the decisions for another
record type.
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We provide results on a database of research papers, where we
show that modeling de-duplication of paper and venue records
collectively improves de-duplication performance for each type,
providing up to a 30% error reduction in venue de-duplication,
and up to a 20% error reduction in paper de-duplication over a
previously proposed collective model that does not model the
dependencies between record types. we focus on the problem of
lexical heterogeneity and survey various techniques which have
been developed for addressing this problem. We focus on the
case where the input is a set of structured and properly
segmented records, i.e., we focus mainly on cases of database
records. Hence, we do not cover solutions for the various other
problems, such that of mirror detection, in which the goal is to
detect similar or identical web pages. Also, we do not cover
solutions for problems such as anaphora resolution, in which the
problem is to locate different mentions of the same entity in free
text (e.g., that the phrase .President of the U.S.. refers to the
same entity as .George W. Bush.). We should note that the
algorithms developed for mirror detection or for anaphora
resolution are often applicable for the task of duplicate detection.
Techniques for mirror detection have been used for detection of
duplicate database records (see, for example, Section V-A.4)
and techniques for anaphora resolution are commonly used as
an integral part of de-duplication in relations that are extracted
from free text using information extraction systems
II.Related Works
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to present a
discriminative, collective model of de-duplication for multiple,
related record types and demonstrates empirically the
performance gains attainable over independent models. We
briefly review classical work in de-duplication, and then discuss
recent efforts in collective de-duplication. Record de-duplication,
known variously as record linkage, co reference resolution, deduplication, and identity uncertainty, is prevalent in many fields,
including computer vision, databases, and natural language
processing. Originally introduced in the database community as
“record linkage”, record de-duplication was later formalized by
Fellegi and Sunter as the computation over features between
pairs of records, and further extended by Winkler. This previous
work calculates a similarity score for record pairs, collapses
those above a similarity threshold, then performs transitive
closure. It is not relational in the sense that one de-duplication
decision does not directly affect another. More recent record
linkage work has considered the de-duplication of categorical
data, allowing attributes to be de-duplicated along with records;
however, that work does not utilize machine learning and
requires thresholds to be set manually.
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recently have collective de-duplication models been investigated.
Milchet. al have introduced generative models to reason in
worlds with an unknown number of objects, enabling probability
distributions to be defined over relational data with many object
types. While these models have appealing formal semantics,
their generative nature forces the model to make conditional
independence assumptions among features.
Our work can be viewed as extensions to recent models applying
conditional random fields to the de-duplication task. McCallum
and Wellner have presented CRFs which perform collective coreference by equating inference in the CRF as a graph
partitioning problem, resulting in collective co-reference of
records of one type. This previous work demonstrated the
advantages collective co-reference has over classical
approaches; however, it does not model multiple types of coreferent objects.
Parag and Domingos present a CRF model similar to that in
McCallum and Wellner in that it collectively de-duplicates records
of the same type using graph partitioning. Additionally, this
method allows information to propagate between records by way
of their shared attributes. However, the Parag and Domingos
model does not treat attributes as first-class objects. In
particular, their model collapses string identical attribute nodes
and creates “information nodes” to model whether or not
attributes match. The model does not explicitly optimize deduplication decisions for attributes; rather, the “information
nodes” can be viewed as input variables to record de-duplication.
An important distinction with our work is that in the Parag and
Domingo‟s model, joint de-duplication only occurs among
records sharing an identical attribute. This is often not the case
in real data. In a sense, the Parag and Domingo‟s model can be
viewed as a discriminative version of a recently proposed
hierarchical model for de-duplication by Ravi Kumar and Cohen
[22], which introduces latent match nodes for attributes. Here
again, determining whether attribute values are co-referent is
viewed as a local decision used as input to the record deduplication decision. Our model instead treats attributes as
records themselves, performing full de-duplication on them as
well as their related records.
III.Motivation for analyzing relationships
In this section we will use an instance of the “author matching”
problem to illustrate that exploiting relationships among entities
can improve the quality of reference disambiguation.

Methods of learning a better similarity score have been
investigated recently in the database community. Similar trends
exist in natural language processing for the task of coreference
resolution, where research has focused on learning more useful
similarity metrics and applying them to thresholding techniques
analogous to those found in the database community. Only
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We will also schematically describe one approach that analyzes
relationships in a systematic domain-independent fashion.
Consider a database about authors and publications. Authors
are represented in the database using the attributes _id, author
Name, affiliation_ and information about papers is stored in the
form _id, title, authorRef1, author RefN_. Consider a toy
database consisting of the following authors and publications
records.
1. _A1, „Dave White‟, „Intel‟_,
2. _A2, „Don White‟, „CMU‟_,
3. _A3, „Susan Grey‟, „MIT‟_,
4. _A4, „John Black‟, „MIT‟_,
5. _A5, „Joe Brown‟, unknown_,
6. _A6, „Liz Pink‟, unknown_.
1. _P1, „Databases . . . ‟, „John Black‟, „Don White‟_,
2. _P2, „Multimedia . . . ‟, „Sue Grey‟, „D. White‟_,
3. _P3, „Title3 . . . ‟, „Dave White‟_,
4. _P4, „Title5 . . . ‟, „Don White‟, „Joe Brown‟_,
5. _P5, „Title6 . . . ‟, „Joe Brown‟, „Liz Pink‟_,
6. _P6, „Title7 . . . ‟, „Liz Pink‟, „D. White‟_.
The goal of the author matching problem is to identify for each
author Ref in each paper the correct author it refers to.
We can use existing feature-based similarity (FBS) techniques to
compare the description contained in each author Ref in papers
with values in author Name attribute in authors. This would allow
us to resolve almost every author Ref references in the above
example. For instance, such methods would identify that „Sue
Grey‟ reference in P2 refers to A3 („Susan Grey‟). The only
exception will be „D. White‟ references in P2 and P6: „D. White‟
could match either A1 („Dave White‟) or A2 („Don White‟).
Perhaps, we could disambiguate the reference „D. White‟ in P2
and P6 by exploiting additional attributes. For instance, the titles
of papers P1 and P2 might be similar while titles of P2 and P3
might not, suggesting that „D. White‟ of P2 is indeed „Don White‟
of paper P1. We next show that it may still be possible to
disambiguate the references „D. White‟ in P2 and P6 by
analyzing relationships among entities even if we are unable to
disambiguate the references using title (or other attributes). First,
we observe that author „Don White‟ has coauthored a paper (P1)
with „John Black‟ who is at MIT, while the author „Dave White‟
does not have any coauthored papers with authors at MIT. We
can use this observation to disambiguate between the two
authors. In particular, since the co-author of „D. White‟ in P2 is
„Susan Grey‟ of MIT, there is a higher likelihood that the author
„D. White‟ in P2 is „Don White‟. The reason is that the data
suggests a connection between author „Don White‟ with MIT and
an absence of it between „Dave White‟ and MIT. Second, we
observe that author „Don White‟ has co-authored a paper (P4)
with „Joe Brown‟ who in turn has co-authored a paper with „Liz
Pink‟. In contrast, author „Dave White‟ has not co-authored any
papers with either „Liz Pink‟ or „Joe Brown‟. Since „Liz Pink‟ is a
co-author of P6, there is a higher likelihood that „D. White‟ in P6
refers to author „Don White‟ compared to author „Dave White‟.
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The reason is that often coauthor networks form groups/clusters
of authors that do related research and may publish with each
other. The data suggests that „Don White‟, „Joe Brown‟ and „Liz
Pink‟ are part of the cluster, while „Dave White‟ is
IV. DETECTING DUPLICATE RECORDS
In the previous section we described methods that can be used
to match individual fields of a record. In most real-life situations,
however, the records consist of multiple fields, making the
duplicate detection problem much more complicated. In this
section, we review methods that are
used for matching records with multiple fields. The presented
methods can be broadly divided into two categories: ²
Approaches that rely on training data to .learn. how to match the
records. This category includes (some) probabilistic approaches
and supervised machine learning techniques. ² Approaches that
rely on domain knowledge or on generic distance metrics to
match records. This category includes approaches that use
declarative languages for matching, and approaches that devise
distance metrics appropriate for the duplicate detection task.
V.Conclusions
We have introduced a collective model for de-duplication of
related records of multiple types and demonstrated empirically
the advantages it has over methods that do not address the
interdependencies inherent in relational data. Based on these
results, two promising areas of future research are (1) extending
the model to databases with more than two types of records, and
(2) modeling the relation variables R. In addition to paper and
venue de-duplication, author de-duplication is also a difficult
problem that would likely benefit from this approach, and we are
in the process of harvesting data to allow us to model author,
venue, and paper de-duplication jointly.
In the publications domain, the connections between author,
venue, and paper de-duplication become more interesting with
larger databases, where communities and relations become
more visible. In particular, exciting challenges include building a
model to predict advisor of relations between authors, suggest
possible venues for a paper, identify fruitful author
collaborations, match recent graduates with potential research
labs, and discover the dynamics of research communities.
The challenge as usual will lie in developing a model that is
complex enough to model these long-distance relations, but is
still tractable enough to perform on real data. We feel that the
model proposed here is a productive step in that long-term
direction.
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